Loop Flex

Loop Flex
Proudly designed and manufactured in Canada, Flex is an entirely new
type of privacy pod in both form and function. With it’s soft, pressed PET
felt interior and exterior panels, the booth effortlessly absorbs office noise
inside and out resulting in a quieter, more focused work environment.

Features
Flex has a low transition floor and is designed for either standing or sitting
(counter height stool not included). The product ships flat packed, and
assembles on site in under one hour.

Occupancy

Weight

Single Person Occupancy

400 lbs

Specifications

”
32.5

Desk
Integrated, standing height desk
with durable, easy to clean, matte
grey linoleum top surface. Charging
cable pass through.

Interior
Fluted PET felt interior with
perforated sandtex traffic white
powder coated acoustic back
panel. Custom order RAL colour
options for the back panel are
available upon request.

Electrical
Two integrated power ports
and two USB ports. Two active fan
ventilation system. Power to the
booth runs off of an occupancy
sensor. Included power cord plugs
into a standard 120v wall outlet.
Hardwired cord available upon
request.

Measurements

Certifications

Booth
H 86” / W 39” / L 37.5”

Electrical system is UL and ETL
certified.

Desk
H 1.5” / W 27.75” / L 13”

PET felt interior and exterior
sheeting has a Class A FSI and SDI
as tested to ASTM E-84 and a FSR
of 20 and SDC of 420 as tested to
CAN/ULC-S102.

82.5”

Exterior
Light grey, formed PET felt panel
exterior with sandtex traffic white
powder coated sheet metal kick
plates.
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PET felt sheeting contains up to
50% recycled fiber content and
contributes to LEED v4 points for
Building Design + Construction and
Interior Design + Construction.
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website: loopphonebooths.com

e-mail: info@loopphonebooths.com

phone: 1 (587) 686-0300

